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When hearts unite to fulfill the Divine Purpose, imperfections, difficulties and obstacles are
dissolved. Because it is in the mystery of true unity that souls balance out one another, so that all of
them reach the goal of Meeting God.

Children, each heart, each consciousness has something unique to provide to the Plan, something
that is not linked with any material ability. I am talking about spiritual virtues, energies that are so
unknown to humanity that are not even found among the concepts of your dictionary. What I am
telling you about is not expressed in words. But those who live in the spirit of unity will be able to
feel how souls elevate themselves to God more simply and, in an unknown way, tread the path that
leads them to the Creator.

Each test that is placed in your lives has a spiritual reason to exist and, even though all seems to be
very unpredictable for all levels below God, the Creator does observe in silence the fulfillment of
what He has written for the human consciousnesses. The Divine Thought is alive and so is His Plan.
Therefore, there is nothing that, for God, is a mystery.

I tell you this so you understand that these are times to build unity, so you may recognize that the
instances of approximation to God are not built by anyone individually, but rather by the love that
each one has for Him.

The concretization of the Divine Plan is found in the unveiling of unity. That is why it is important
that you feel that your miseries disappear when the one you have by your side balances it with their
virtues and so one soul does to another, until you build a perfect and immaculate unity, capable of
receiving new codes.

For you to reconstruct the world - when it comes the time to do it -, you will need nothing other than
unity and love. Try this instances in which you live them not only as something unusual, that you
live without premeditating. Reflect about the events and realize how the Creator always prepares
you and in any circumstances that are apparently very negative. But when there is disposition and
unity, the Creator makes emerge a unique learning experience from it, which will serve for each
instant of your lives and much more for the days to come.

Understand, in this way, the importance of responding to the Celestial Call and also the importance
of striving day and night to live unity, to let the best of the other transform you and to always
provide the best to your neighbor.

Meditate on this learning experience and love the spirit of unity, and that, beyond small instances, it
may expand to your daily life in each small detail.

The one who loves you and accompanies you always,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


